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Precisely what I needed I'm 29 weeks and this book is just what We needed. I love how honest Alison has been
everything and the recipes are great and yummy. The exercises are also fine to provide me the boost I need. I strongly
recommend this to all looking to get pregnant or are currently pregnant. love this book I so loved this publication.. I
would suggest this reserve to any moms-first period or multiple times! Very health conscious and basic approach! Too
funny!.. This books lucks major creativity. Same on you Amazon!I REALLY LIKE IT..!. My husband actually glanced through
it and is usually using the treadmill fitness regimen. Cool book I just didn't realize it had been for pregnant or new
mommies but it is very informativeWish there have been more illustrations but its cool for reference Very helpful! There
was no point out in the description that this was a used reserve..I watch the largest loser,and Alison Sweeney is my
favorite soap opera star on TV,so I had to get the book,and read it. Wasn't what I expected. It is more centered on Pre
being pregnant and pregnancy health as opposed to post pregnancy. Best for newbie pregnant moms If you're pregnant
for the very first time or haven't done any fitness training/nourishment guidance before that is a great instruction. In
any event it is a good read. Good tips and well written. good book Alison Sweeney, The Mommy Diet is a superb book and
I learned alot from picking it up and reading it everytime I can, at the fitness center or just in the home sitting around.
Great book! Love this book!!I started reading it,and i am almost finished.. like it This book is really good, has the right
excersice routines in it to get you going, i like performing them when all I've is just 15min to fit in a work out, will come
in really handy Nothing original or new A tiny dry read. Nothing you I didn't I didn't know, just a overview of everything
you've have you ever heard of training and nutrition. There is a chance to inject humor and personal antidotes but she
totally missed the mark.. Not pleased Ordered this book because something special for my girl and just discovered the
book she received as USED!! This book had pages rejected and composing in the margins as well provides highlighted
areas on the webpages. Imagine how embarrassed I was when my daughter explained this!!. I like Alison's realistic
assistance. Per my order information this publication was from Amazon LLC not really a individual..! I though it getting
known as the Mommy Diet it was predicated on after having children. When you have read lots of nutrition or fitness
books or even pregnancy books previously a whole lot of information will not be of use. That said, Alison is normally
uplifting and offers a whole lot of grace for pregnant mamas that don't often get a break, so she's easy to read and has
obviously had some encounter with two of her very own.
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